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Does President Trump's Outrageous Behavior
Work?: Results from Two
Randomized-Controlled Trials
CHANDLER JAMES

Politicians are increasingly relying on outrage to engage the public. President Donald Trump used
outrage to fuel his unlikely 2016 presidential victory and 2020 reelection effort. Was Trump's outrageous
behavior a boon to his political fortunes or political malpractice? I draw on research in political psychology,
populism, and presidential appeals to examine President Trump's outrageous behavior and its effect on the
public. Using a series of original experiments, I ﬁnd support for my expectation that Trump's outrageous
behavior is a politically advantageous public relations strategy. My results show that Trump's outrageous
behavior increases his support among self-identiﬁed Independents. However, contrary to popular conception,
the results do not support claims that racial resentment or afﬁnity for populism makes individuals more
amenable to Trump's outrageous behavior.

Introduction
American politics is suffused with outrage (Baker 2017; Berry and Sobieraj
2016; Herbst 2010; Williamson, Skocpol, and Coggin 2011). A simple fact can
attest to this point: Donald Trump, the reality TV star turned political provocateur,
was elected President of the United States. Trump's impolitic, withering approach
to politics upended the political world and made him the subject of intense
animosity from critics and fervent adulation from supporters. Rather than sink his
political career, Trump's penchant for controversy has coexisted with his unlikely
ascension to the nation's highest ofﬁce. Trump isn't the only contemporary political
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ﬁgure to ﬁnd traction with outrageous performances. Supporters such as Lindsay
Graham and Rudy Giuliani and rivals such as Bernie Sanders have garnered national
attention for their outrageous behavior, too. By outrageous behavior, I mean normviolating behavior or discourse intended to arouse an intense emotional response,
particularly anger, fear, or moral indignation. The prevalence of outrageous behavior
in American politics provokes several questions. Does outrageous behavior beneﬁt or
disadvantage Donald Trump? If so, what are the mechanisms that convert
outrageous behavior into mass support? Finally, who are the people that respond
favorably to Trump's outrageous antics?
In a democracy, we might expect politicians to behave in such a way as to
minimize the risk of alienating prospective voters. Myriad research suggests that
positive evaluation of candidate characteristics play an important role in voting
behavior and performance (Abramson et al. 2007; Barber 2008; Holian and Prysby
2014). National politicians regularly proffer anodyne, poll-tested behavior, rhetoric,
and policies to minimize the possibility of controversy and maximize popularity
within the mass public. In the case of presidents and aspirants to the ofﬁce of the
presidency, we might expect them to act “presidential.” To act presidential is to
behave in accordance with “a particular set of expectations about the ofﬁce that are
held by the public, described by journalists and teachers, and encouraged by the
presidents themselves” (Hinckley 1990, 130). However, not all politicians pursue
this precautious, well-worn political strategy. Many politicians, past and present,
including the 45th President of the United States, trafﬁc in outrageous, polarizing,
sometimes offensive behavior. All else equal, we might expect there to be at least
some political costs for outrageous behavior. Assuming that politicians are seeking
to win ofﬁce and achieve power, the prevalence of outrageous behavior in American
politics reveals a compelling puzzle.
Previous research has examined the role of outrage in the American political
scene but does not directly address these questions. Prior work has examined
outrage within the media (Arceneaux and Johnson 2013; Berry and Sobieraj 2016)
or focused particularly on anger and outrage within the electorate (Banks 2014;
Mason 2018). This study contributes to the study of public appeals, emotions, and
outrage in American politics in at least three ways: (1) by examining how
popularly available public appeals from sitting ofﬁceholders affects public
attitudes, (2) by presenting an original experimental design to assess how
outrageous behavior inﬂuences public opinion, and (3) by testing mechanisms for
how outrageous behavior translates into political support by inspiring anger in
susceptible populations in the electorate. The results from this study indicate that
Donald Trump is not hampered by his outrageous behavior. In fact, there is
limited evidence to suggest that Trump beneﬁts from the deployment of
outrageous behavior. Interestingly, these ﬁndings do not support claims that
racial resentment or afﬁnity for populism makes individuals more amenable to
Trump's outrageous behavior.
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Outrageous Behavior as a Political Strategy
One of the central challenges of studying outrage is formulating a tractable
deﬁnition for empirical assessment.1 The textbook deﬁnition of outrageous is “exceeding
the limits of conventional behavior; sensational, somewhat shocking; daring,
provocative, shameless.”2 What's so shocking about the behavior of the aforementioned
politicians is their routine ﬂouting of established conventions of politics. Instances of
norm-violation prevalent in contemporary politics include: Manichean rhetoric,
institution-disdaining behavior, and spontaneity; in fact, according to Jamieson and
Taussig (2017), such behavior is part and parcel of Donald Trump's “rhetorical
signature.” In this article, I deﬁne outrageous behavior as norm-violating behavior
intended to provoke indignation, shock, or anger.
Cultural norms structure everyday life. Strict adherence to norms, however, is not
ironclad—under certain conditions, scholars have found that norms can backﬁre,
effectuating the opposite of their intended aim (Conway et al. 2009; Conway and
Schaller 2005). This area of research presents two different, but not mutually exclusive
theories for why norms can backﬁre: (1) emotional reactance (Brehm 1966; Fuegen and
Brehm 2004) and (2) informational contamination (Conway, Repke, and Houck 2017;
Conway and Schaller 2005). Emotional reactance occurs when one values freedom of
choice and that freedom is thought to be limited by the hegemony of a norm, while
informational contamination is the consequence of a norm being enforced so vigorously
that observers feel that norm-induced consensus is a product of coercion, which
consequently sows doubt and mistrust in the information environment.
Political scientists are also beginning to take notice of the important role emotions
play in contemporary politics (Christenson and Weisberg 2019; Iyengar et al. 2019;
Iyengar, Sood, and Lelkes 2012; Mason 2018). American politics is riven with anger,
fanned by social polarization and partisan antipathy (Mason 2018). One promising
avenue for outrageous behavior to beneﬁt practitioners is by inducing anger among their
supporters. Anger is a response to a perceived social transgression (Averill 1983). In
other words, anger is a righteous response to injustice. Valentino and his co-authors
(2011) claim that anger motivates people toward political participation. In fact, they
ﬁnd that anger catalyzes action even more than enthusiasm or anxiety.
Outrage-based political content sells (Berry and Sobieraj 2016). Not only does
outrage media, intended to elicit an emotional response, garner attention, and pecuniary
reward, it also has important political consequences. Matthew Levendusky (2013) ﬁnds
that exposure to extreme, partisan media, such as programs on Fox News (e.g., Hannity
1. (1) Outrage is inherently subjective. What is outrageous to some may be benign to others. What
inspires outrage in a few may inspire excitement in many. (2) Outrage is both a noun and a verb. For
example, people can be both outrageous and outraged simultaneously. Or a person can be outraged, but not
outrageous, or vice versa. This study is particularly concerned with politicians being outrageous (i.e.,
employing outrageous behavior) and the effect of outrageous behavior on mass attitudes, particularly
support for candidates and their expressed policy preferences. In this case, an outcome of outrageous
behavior might be outrage from a constituent. Less of a concern for this study is whether the politician is
genuinely outraged, or the public is outrageous.
2. “outrageous, adj. and adv.” OED Online. December 2019. Oxford University Press. https://
www.oed.com/view/Entry/133862?redirectedFrom=outrageous (accessed February 16, 2020).
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and The O'Reilly Factor), makes partisans more intensely partisan, while a bevy of
research ﬁnds a public largely impervious to persuasion (Jacobson 2015; Kalla and
Broockman 2018). People are resistant to persuasion. This occurs, in part, because
human beings are often motivated reasoners (Levendusky 2013). Rallying the likeminded is a surer political strategy than persuading out-partisans (Panagopoulos 2020).
Outrageous behavior from politicians may mimic the effects of partisan media,
validating, buttressing, and strengthening supporters’ beliefs.
Research ﬁnds that inspiring anger can produce valuable political outcomes.
Inducing anger can help politicians encourage voters to engage in costly political
behaviors (Groenendyk and Banks 2014). Anger can be used to successfully to garner
status and esteem, because angry people are seen as more competent and elicit more
support (Tiedens 2001). Inducing anger makes people more optimistic (Lerner and
Keltner 2000). In conﬂictual environments, anger engenders people to turn to dominant,
excessive leadership (Laustsen and Petersen 2020). Banks (2014) offers experimental
evidence to show how politicians can affect racial conservative policy preferences by
inducing anger in individuals who score high in racial resentment. The consequences of
racial resentment can have profound political import (Kinder and Sanders 1996; Kinder
and Sears 1981). For example, Banks describes how the George H.W. Bush 1988
presidential campaign used the Willie Horton ad to activate racial animosity among white
voters, upending the once-promising Michael Dukakis campaign.
Outrageous behavior can be used to garner attention, a platform that politicians
can use instrumentally. During the 2016 Republican primaries, Trump earned billions
of dollars in free media for his frequently outrageous antics (Confessore and Yourish
2016). Though the public appeals literature largely focuses on the political strategies of
presidents, we should also expect generating attention to be beneﬁcial for other types of
ofﬁce-seekers as well (Mayhew 1974). Samuel Kernell (1993) argues that presidents “go
public” to mobilize support for themselves and their policies among the public,
aggrandizing presidential power. Cohen (1995) ﬁnds that when a president spotlights an
issue during a State of the Union address, the issue is likely to become salient to the
public. As Cohen notes, “any presidential mention of a policy will increase public
concern and awareness of it” (1995, 105). What's more, neither the president's personal
popularity, nor their substantive position on the issue affects whether the public
becomes concerned with the issue.
Getting attention for outrageous behavior can translate into legislative success.
Canes-Wrone et al. (2001) ﬁnds that promotion of issues, under certain conditions, can
lead to increased legislative inﬂuence. Her study suggests that presidents can use
plebiscitary appeals strategically, particularly when their stance on an issue is popular
among the public, to improve purchase in Congress. Druckman and Jacobs (2015) ﬁnd
that presidential administrations have successfully used their platform to spotlight
popular initiatives and positions and minimize unpopular positions and events.
According to the duo, under certain conditions, strategically emphasizing or
understating issues and positions provides the opportunity to manipulate public
opinion in the service of a president's political agenda.
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Presidents need not rely on political appointments or even explicit directive to set
the tone of the policies to be carried out by bureaucrats within the executive branch
(Whitford and Yates 2003). Outrageous behavior can indirectly affect bureaucratic
behavior. The notion that “policy is enunciated in rhetoric; it is realized in action”
(Kaufman and Resources for the Future 1967), aptly reﬂects the central role rhetoric
plays in the formation and implementation of policy. As research from the public
appeals literature makes clear, politicians are strategic and use public appeals to generate
attention instrumentally to advance their policy, political, and electoral ambitions.
In an age where populism is ascendant around the globe (Kendall-Taylor and
Frantz 2016), fueled in part by anti-establishment sentiment, distinguishing oneself
from mainstream politicians can pay dividends. Populist politicians often rail against
existing institutions, consider political adversaries as illegitimate, and paint a dire,
Manichean worldview that pits “real people” against the corrupt elite (Müller 2016).
Deﬁning populism has been an bedeviling enterprise that has perplexed most and
satisﬁed few (Canovan 1981; Laclau 2005). However, many prominent conceptions of
populism (Galston 2018; Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018; Mudde 2004; Müller 2016) align
with Oliver and Rahn's (2016) view that “at its core, populism is a type of political
rhetoric that pits a virtuous “people” against nefarious, parasitic elites who seek to
undermine the rightful sovereignty of the common folk” (190). Thus, Trump's
outrageous behavior can provide a strong signal that he's no ordinary politician, and
therefore not beholden to the establishment. Ernesto Laclau (2005) posits that
politicians can use populist rhetoric to stitch together wide-ranging coalitions with
broad interests to upend longstanding regimes.
Outrageous behavior has been found to appeal to people antagonistic to strong
political correctness (PC) norms. PC norms aim to reduce or remove negative group
relevant language from respectable discourse (Conway et al. 2009). When norms
become too overbearing, however, even when they're enforced in good faith, they can
backﬁre (Conway et al. 2009). Politicians can leverage backlash against strong norms
to establish legitimacy and favor among the disaffected. Indeed, some people
support Trump not in spite of, but because of his norm-violating behavior (Guo
2015). Conway and his co-authors (2017) point to emotional reactance and
informational contamination as powerful explanations for support of public displays
of deviance. They ﬁnd evidence from several randomized-controlled trials that overexposure to strong PC norms increased support for Donald Trump among
respondents scoring high in reactance to strong PC norms and respondents
concerned about informational contamination.
My hypothesis is derived chieﬂy from the public appeals literature. As mentioned
above, politicians behave instrumentally and make appeals to garner support, frequently
to their beneﬁt. Thus, I expect outrageous behavior to increase overall support for Trump and
his policies. The rationale undergirding this contention is straight-forward—politicians
wouldn't knowingly make appeals, particularly risky or controversial ones, if there was
no potential upside. Thus, we should expect politicians to use outrageous behavior
strategically to increase support for themselves and their agenda.
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Experimental Overview
I conducted two original survey experiments to test this hypothesis. Both surveys
follow the same basic design. I recruited respondents with an advertisement on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk is a crowdsourcing marketplace that provides a
platform for businesses (requesters) to hire individuals (workers) to complete jobs that
computers are unable to do (e.g., take surveys). MTurk convenience samples are among
the most reliable convenience samples commonly utilized by researchers (Berinsky,
Huber, and Lenz 2012). Indeed, survey experiments conducted on samples obtained
from MTurk produce estimates similar to ones obtained from population samples
(Mullinix et al. 2015). Between August 20 and September 25, 2019, I recruited 1,267
respondents between the studies. The subjects were recruited in two separate waves. I
paid all respondents who completed the task. Tables in the appendix show the
demographic data collected in the two studies.
Both studies contained the same basic structure. Subjects were ﬁrst asked a few
basic voting pre-treatment political attitudinal questions to obtain baseline partisanship. Subjects were then asked several questions to obtain a measure of their afﬁnity for
populism (Oliver and Rahn 2016) and several questions to estimate their level of racial
resentment (Kinder and Sanders 1996). Then subjects were randomly assigned to
experimental conditions that varied between the two studies. After exposing subjects to
varying treatment conditions, all subjects were asked the same attitudinal and policy
questions, which serve as the outcome variables of interest. Finally, both surveys
concluded with several common demographic questions.
In Study 1, subjects were exposed to one experimental condition. In this study,
subjects were exposed to either a 35-second clip from then-candidate Trump's
presidential campaign announcement, a 40-second clip from President Trump's 2019
State of the Union Address, or a 20-second clip of then candidate Trump dancing to a
parody of the song “Hotline Bling” on a Saturday Night Live skit from 2015. During
Trump's campaign announcement, he said:
When Mexico sends its people, they're not sending their best. They're not sending you.
They're not sending you. They're sending people that have lots of problems, and they're
bringing those problems with us. They're bringing drugs. They're bringing crime. They're
rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.

This quote was captured in the video clip shown to roughly one-third of the
subjects in this study. This treatment condition is coded as the outrageous behavior
treatment. The clip from Trump's 2019 State of the Union Address is coded as the
conventional political rhetoric treatment because of its more anodyne, but partisan
character. In this clip, Trump says:
The lawless state of our Southern border is a threat to the safety and security and ﬁnancial
well-being of all America. We have a moral duty to create an immigration system that
protects the lives and jobs of our citizens. This includes our obligation to the millions of
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immigrants living here today who follow the rules and respected our laws. Legal
immigrants enrich our nation and strengthen our society in countless ways.

The placebo is a video of Trump dancing to a parody of the 2016 hit song, Hotline
Bling. After subjects watch one of the three randomly assigned video clips, they
completed a post-treatment attitudinal test. Speciﬁcally, attitudes on building a wall on
the Southern border with Mexico and Trump's job approval are queried.
It's worth going into some detail about the two treatments, since they both
possess policy and politicized content, delivered in a manner where the intended aim
is to persuade. The outrageous behavior treatment is content obtained from the
context of a heated campaign, prior to Trump assuming the presidency. The
conventional political rhetoric treatment was obtained from a video of President
Trump delivering a State of the Union Address. A difference between the two
settings is discernible. Though the American ﬂags, velvet curtains in the
background, and the microphone offer some weight to Trump's pugnacious
Announcement speech, the forum pales in comparison, in terms of pomp and
circumstance, to the majesty of a State of the Union Address before Congress. In this
clip, behind the president sit not only a sizable American ﬂag but also Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi and Vice President Mike Pence. The camera in the outrageous
behavior treatment stays ﬁxed on Trump, while the camera in the conventional
political rhetoric treatment pans occasionally to distinguished political ﬁgures and
concludes with applause from the audience. The august trappings of State of the
Union and the presidential performances delivered during them increase public
conﬁdence in the president (i.e., make Trump seem more “presidential”) (Howell,
Porter, and Wood 2020). Ceteris paribus, the setting of the State of the Union offers
a more amenable forum to appeal to the public, given the gravitas of the
circumstance, than the comparably unadorned context of the outrageous behavior
treatment video clip.
Study 2 alters and builds on Study 1 in a few important ways. First, the placebo
of the ﬁrst stimulus is amended to address the potential concern that the placebo in
Study 1 affects support for Trump and his policies for some remote reason. Instead of
a video of Trump dancing to a parody of “Hotline Bling,” subjects assigned to the
placebo treatment condition are randomly shown one of ﬁve television commercials
(see appendix). The expectation is that television commercials shouldn't prime
subjects in any relevant and systematic ways—even though it seems unlikely this
rather innocuous video of Trump dancing would do so, either. The outcome
variables from Study 1 are retained.
In both studies, subjects across all treatment conditions are exposed to video
content; the difference is that some were exposed to outrageous behavior, some were
exposed to more conventional rhetoric or neutral, innocuous content. By manipulating
the treatments in this way, I estimate the effects of exposing subjects to outrageous
behavior, compared to a control baseline of conventional partisan behavior or neutral
content, on political attitudes.
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Data and Analyses
To assess the effect of outrageous behavior on political attitudes, each posttest
is comprised of a series of questions formulated to obtain respondents’ attitudes or
policy preference. Subjects are queried on Donald Trump's performance as
president and the level of support for the policy relevant to the content of the
intervention. In each post-test, for example, respondents support Trump's policy
proposal when they indicate that they “strongly favor” or “somewhat favor”
building a wall on the U.S. border with Mexico. Therefore, the results from this
study can only attest to how outrageous behavior affects support for Trump and
issues speciﬁcally queried in the survey, as opposed to the effects of outrageous
behavior more generally.
Both studies include a battery of items which are combined into an index of
opinion to assess the impacts of outrageous behavior—the indices serve as dependent
variables in my analysis. I re-scale the outcome variable in each model to make the
interpretation of treatment effects more intuitive. The dependent variable is a measure
between the interval [0,1]. The indices include support for building a wall on the
southern border and job approval of Donald Trump.
I begin by testing the effects of outrageous behavior on political attitudes using
data from Study 1. I estimate:
Yi  β 0  βi D1i  ui

Where posttreatment attitude yi for individual i is regressed on a dummy variable D1i
which indicates the treatment condition. In this equation, ui is an unobserved disturbance
term. The second column contains a more elaborate model embellished with demographic
control variables. If Hypothesis 1 is correct, I should ﬁnd that outrageous behavior exposure
has a positive coefﬁcient, demonstrating that on average, those assigned to the outrageous
behavior treatment are more supportive of Donald Trump and his agenda. In Table 1, I
present the results. The results show some support for Hypothesis 1. I ﬁnd that the average
effect of outrageous behavior in Study 1 and Study 2 is a 6.6 percentage-point and 3.0
percentage-point increase for Donald Trump and his agenda, respectively. In Study 1, the
effect is statistically signiﬁcant. These results suggest Donald Trump uses outrageous
behavior to his overall beneﬁt and not to his detriment.
To further investigate Trump's outrageous behavior, I constructed several more
regression models to examine the relationship between the outrageous behavior
treatment and partisanship. To test this relationship, these models include interactions
of the outrageous behavior treatment with Democratic and Republican dummy
variables. In both Study 1 and Study 2, the main effect remains positive, though neither
is statistically signiﬁcant. In contrast, in both studies, the Republican interaction is
negative, suggesting that the outrageous behavior treatment had either no or a slightly
negative effect on Republican respondents. The Democratic interaction is slightly
positive in Study 1 and slightly negative in Study 2, suggesting the outrage treatment
had either no or a small positive effect on Democratic respondents’ appraisal of Trump

664
0.005
0.002
0.374 (df = 661)
1.739 (df = 2; 6613)

0.422***

0.066*
(0.036)
0.024
(0.036)

*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

Constant

White

Age

Education

Male

Party ID

Conventional

Outrage

Study 1
0.030
(0.037)
0.030
(0.038)

Study 2

0.410***
(0.064)
(0.063)
603
0.001
-0.002
0.378 (df = 600)
0.423 (df = 2; 6004)

Trump Support

Dependent Variable

0.059*
(0.030)
0.032
(0.030)
0.278***
(0.019)
0.071***
(0.025)
-0.010
(0.010)
0.007
(0.012)
-0.113***
(0.028)
0.521***
0.655*** (0.025)
(0.027)
664
0.280
0.272
0.319 (df = 656)
6.467*** (df = 7; 6560)

Study 1 w/CA

TABLE 1
The Effect of Trump's Outrageous Behavior on Support for Trump

603
0.335
0.328
0.309 (df = 595)
2.886*** (df = 7; 595)

-0.0001
(0.031)
-0.008
(0.031)
0.314***
(0.019)
0.050*
(0.026)
-0.021*
(0.011)
-0.016
(0.011)
-0.086***
(0.029)

Study 2 w/CA
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and his preferred policies. Thus, the results indicate that Independents responded most
favorably to Trump's outrageous behavior and partisans were ambivalent about Trump's
outrageous behavior.
These results point to outrageous behavior as a viable political strategy for Donald
Trump. However, the results indicate the beneﬁts of outrageous behavior relative to an
innocuous control condition. To assess the beneﬁts of outrageous behavior relative to
conventional political rhetoric, I ﬁlter out respondents assigned to the control conditions
in both Study 1 and Study 2, and then regress the outcome measures on treatment
condition (outrageous behavior or conventional political rhetoric). The results are listed
in Table 3. In Study 1, the outrageous behavior treatment has a larger effect than the
conventional political rhetoric treatment, but the difference falls short of signiﬁcance. In
Study 2, the difference between the two treatments is essentially 0. A covariate
adjustment barely affects the estimates for either study.

Basket of Deplorables Hypotheses
During a 2016 campaign fundraiser, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said
half of the people who supported her Republican rival could be lumped into a “basket of
deplorables.” Of them, she opined “they're racist, sexist, homophobic, xenophobic.”
Republicans and Democrats, journalists, and scholars have described Trump and his core
supporters as populist or racist (Edsall 2017; Hooghe and Dassonneville 2018; Inglehart
and Norris 2017; Macaulay 2018; Steinhauer, Martin, and Herszenhorn 2016). We
might be inclined to believe that the racially resentful and those with an afﬁnity for
populism, Trump's so-called base, are particularly amenable to his outrageous behavior.
People predisposed toward populism and racial resentment are particularly angry.
Populism is widely considered to be a political phenomenon fueled by animosity and
indignation (Mudde 2004). Oliver and Rahn (2016) ﬁnd that anger at the federal
government goes hand-in-hand with support for populism and populist candidates.
Other research focused on the relationship between anger and political behavior ﬁnds a
tight relationship between anger and out-group prejudice (Banks 2014). Anger is the
relevant emotion undergirding racial conservatism and symbolic racism (Banks and
Valentino 2012). Assessing the literatures on populism and anger in political science, I
formulated two additional hypotheses to further investigate the types of people
galvanized by Trump's outrageous behavior.
What's so outrageous about some of Trump's behavior is that he is saying
explicitly what other racial conservatives have traditionally expressed implicitly (Banks
2014). Forgoing the dog-whistle, Trump's racially charged invective is a clarion call. By
making racialized appeals which breach PC norms that few contemporary politicians
have been willing to cross, Trump can activate and signal commitment to racial
conservatism. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is that subjects scoring higher in racial resentment will
respond more favorably to Trump's outrageous behavior.
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Trump's breach of political norms of speech can not only show commitment to
racial conservatism but also demonstrate independence from the political establishment.
Drawing the ire of prominent political and media ﬁgures with the strategic use of
outrageous behavior allows Trump to brandish his anti-establishment bona ﬁdes (Hess
2016). My third hypothesis is that subjects with more populist attitudes will respond more
favorably to outrageous behavior. I expect that individuals roiled by disaffection and anger
at the political establishment will interpret outrageous behavior as an expression of
authenticity, making Trump's message more compelling than it would be otherwise.
If Hypothesis 2 is correct then I should ﬁnd that when I interact the racial
resentment index with the outrageous behavior treatment, there will be a positive and
signiﬁcant coefﬁcient. The results provide neither substantive nor signiﬁcant support for
Hypothesis 2. In Study 1, the interaction coefﬁcient goes in the wrong direction and is
not statistically signiﬁcant. While in Study 2, the interaction coefﬁcient is negligible
and not signiﬁcant. My third hypothesis, which proposes that respondents who score
high on the populism scale, an outrageous behavior intervention will have a positive and
signiﬁcant increase in their support for Trump and his agenda. Evidence from these two
studies fails to support this hypothesis, as well. Interacting pre-test afﬁnity for populism
and the outrageous behavior treatment is neither substantial nor signiﬁcant.

Discussion
When politicians address the public, we might expect them to behave in a sanitized way
that is unobjectionable to most and offensive to few. Donald Trump takes a different tact.
Trump's behavior is sometimes polarizing, strident, and outrageous. This paper attempts to
make sense of why that is. The results from this paper show that Trump can increase his
support and support for his agenda by trafﬁcking in outrageous behavior. There is little
evidence, however, to show that those with an afﬁnity toward populism or racial resentment
are particularly affected by Trump's outrageous behavior. Republicans weren't particularly
affected by Trump's outrageous behavior, either. However, Independents responded favorably
to Trump's outrageous behavior. Lacking sufﬁcient data, this paper can only speculate for why
that might be. Independents typically exhibit low levels of interest in politics—perhaps the
outrageous behavior treatment transmitted novel information to this slice of the public?
More research is necessary to identify which constituencies are persuaded by
Trump's outrageous behavior. Who might these people be? Alt-right memers, avid
reality TV viewers, and low information voters are all plausible candidates for future
research. Better understanding who is gratiﬁed by Trump's penchant for norm-violation
will do much to demystify his notorious, but poorly understood “base.”
My experimental design allows me to examine how Donald Trump beneﬁts from
outrageous behavior and where he doesn't. Furthermore, my experimental design
provides an example for how to assess difﬁcult to test political phenomena, such as
affect or political rhetoric, with a causally-oriented research design. Future research can
build on this design—leveraging large, relatively inexpensive convenience samples,
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cutting-edge online survey tools, and burgeoning technology such a deepfake software
to signiﬁcantly bolster excludability assumptions (i.e., the treatment and only the
treatment is producing the estimated effect).
Although my experimental design is proﬁcient in at least several ways, including
resourcefulness, identiﬁcation, and measurement, concerns regarding external validity are
appropriate. First, examining only Donald Trump's outrageous behavior under very speciﬁc
conditions raises both excludability and generalizability concerns regarding the effectiveness
of the proposed treatment. Trump is a singular political ﬁgure in many ways. Perhaps there
is something unique about Trump or his circumstances that allows him to use outrageous
behavior for his beneﬁt. Or only the outrageous behavior selected for these studies is
beneﬁcial, while Trump's outrageous behavior under different auspices might yield different
results. Second, because my estimates are obtained using a relatively small convenience
sample recruited on MTurk, my sample may not be representative of the national
population. Conducting these experiments on a larger, representative sample could therefore
produce different results. Third, the treatment delivered in my surveys may not fully
simulate the ways in which outrageous behavior manifests in the real-world. People
consume political content via news programming that contextualize political content in
distinct, often-times impactful ways. This phenomenon is particularly prominent with
partisan media (Jamieson and Taussig 2017). Lastly, we should be particularly concerned
TABLE 2
The Effect of Trump's Outrageous Behavior on Support for Trump
Dependent Variable
Trump Support

Outrage
Conventional
Democrat
Republican
Outrage × Democrat
Outrage × Republican
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic
*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Study 1

Study 2

0.056
(0.052)
0.043
(0.031)
-0.192***
(0.036)
0.276***
(0.042)
0.010
(0.064)
-0.022
(0.072)
0.434***
(0.031)
664
0.243
0.236
0.327 (df = 657)
35.150*** (df = 6; 657)

0.023
(0.053)
-0.002
(0.032)
-0.176***
(0.037)
0.366***
(0.043)
-0.016
(0.065)
-0.073
(0.073)
0.419***
(0.033)
603
0.304
0.297
0.316 (df = 596)
43.382*** (df = 6; 596)

443
0.003
0.001
0.374 (df = 441)
1.348 (df = 1; 4412)

0.447***

0.041
(0.036)

*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

Constant

White

Age

Education

Male

Party ID

Outrage

Study 1

Study 2

0.440***
(0.076)
(0.076)
403
0.00000
-0.002
0.378 (df = 401)
0.00004 (df = 1; 4013)

-0.0002
(0.038)

Trump Support

Dependent Variable

0.028
(0.031)
0.261***
(0.023)
0.068**
(0.032)
-0.019
(0.013)
0.001
(0.015)
-0.114***
(0.035)
0.607***
0.586*** (0.025)
(0.027)
443
0.252
0.241
0.326 (df = 436)
4.440*** (df = 6; 4360)

Study 1 w/CA

TABLE 3
The Effect of Trump's Outrageous Behavior on Support for Trump

403
0.325
0.314
0.312 (df = 396)
1.733*** (df = 6; 396)

0.005
(0.031)
0.313***
(0.023)
0.022
(0.032)
0.009
(0.013)
-0.012
(0.013)
-0.071*
(0.037)

Study 2 w/CA
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about a violation of the exclusion restriction. Although I have attempted to home in on the
effects of outrageous behavior, by limiting potential confounders, perhaps unobserved factors
are driving the results. Therefore, since the manipulations are real-world clips, instead of
researcher-fabricated videos, there are potentially additional factors accounting for the
difference between the media that could affect the results. Hopefully, however, what is lost
in terms of control is gained in terms of authenticity.
Future research can turn to other methods of inquiry to examine the effects of
outrageous behavior, with careful consideration for external validity. For example, case
studies, elite interviews, and focus groups can test the inﬂuence of outrageous behavior
on political attitudes in a more dynamic manner, including other ways in which the
phenomena can impact an individual beyond attitudinal change. Elite interviews can
help unpack the ways in which outrageous behavior not only affects the public, but also
other politicians, institutional performance, and inter-branch relations. Furthermore,
more tests of outrageous behavior on the political attitudes are in order. My study found
that the average effect of outrageous political on respondents’ outlook for the future
was -3.34 percentage-points and the average effect on enthusiasm for the next election
was -7.4 percentage-points. In an age marked by intense scholarly debate over voter
suppression in the American political system (Burden 2018; Grimmer et al. 2018;
Grimmer and Yoder 2021; Hajnal, Kuk, and Lajevardi 2018), examining how these
effects might be incorporated into a broader political strategy of voter de-mobilization
would be of interest to scholars concerned with voting and political engagement
(Tables 2, 4, and 5).
TABLE 4
The Effect of Trump's Outrageous Behavior on Support for Trump
Dependent Variable
Trump Support

Outrage
Conventional
Racial Resentment
Outrage × Racial Resentment
Constant
Observations
2
R

Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic
*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Study 1

Study 2

0.085*
(0.048)
0.014
(0.035)
0.164***
(0.035)
-0.062
(0.061)
0.344***
(0.030)
664
0.043
0.037
0.367 (df = 659)
7.398*** (df = 4; 659)

0.026
(0.041)
0.022
(0.035)
0.321***
(0.036)
0.006
(0.061)
0.296***
(0.028)
603
0.172
0.166
0.345 (df = 598)
31.003*** (df = 4; 598)
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TABLE 5
The Effect of Trump's Outrageous Behavior on Support for Trump
Dependent Variable
Trump Support

Outrage
Conventional
Populist
Outrage × Populist
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

Study 1

Study 2

0.063
(0.053)
0.018
(0.035)
0.115***
(0.037)
0.005
(0.064)
0.350***
(0.034)
664
0.027
0.021
0.370 (df = 659)
4.620*** (df = 4; 659)

0.048
(0.046)
0.037
(0.037)
0.196***
(0.037)
-0.002
(0.063)
0.311***
(0.032)
603
0.068
0.062
0.366 (df = 598)
10.891*** (df = 4; 598)

*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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